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PEOPLE. MACHINERY. 
PARTNERSHIPS.

The three partners in the CobotConcept cooperation   
stand for the 360-degree-expertise required for the 
analysis, design and integration of the highest state-
of-the art HRC-systems.

In an initial analysis potential use cases in a manu-
facturing company are examined closely during an 
all-day workshop. As a result and after only a short 
time, we will be able to give you an expert implemen-
tation recommendation including benefit and profi-
tability analyses.

What often takes weeks in a conventional setting, can 
be achieved onsite within only one day by our Co-
botConcept expert team. Moreover, all technical and 
economic questions can be clarified directly thanks to 
the immediate involvement of the future users.

The CobotConcept analysis workshop is:

   well substantiated because all the experts essential for the 

assessment, design and implementation of the project will be 

part of the team of analysts.

   independent because no recommendations for HRC-solu- 

tions will be given unless they provide a tangible and quanti-

fiable benefit - free-riding HRC showbiz is a time of the past!

   transparent because all methods and data sets used for the 

assessment of application scenarios are presented openly 

and can be verified and adjusted, if necessary in case of new 

requirements.

   sustainable because all results will be made available in form 

of a compact but comprehensive report for your perusal thus 

allowing you to reach well-founded decisions in future.

   efficient because a company that thinks about possible auto-

mation applications in an unstructured way loses massive 

resources every day during the „chewing-over“.

   realistic, because everything we recommend can immediately 

be realized by the CobotConcept partners.

Three strong partners will accompany and  
support you during this 1-day workshop:

   Strama-MPS your experts for integration and automation.

  FANUC your experts for robot components.

   roeren your experts for consulting, situational assessment 

and documentation.



MOVING THE LIMITS.
TOGETHER. CONSTANTLY.

Strama-MPS  

Maschinenbau GmbH & Co. KG  

Ittlinger Straße 195 

94315 Straubing / Germany 

Phone +49 9421 739-0

www.strama-mps.de

Thomas Guggeis 

Senior Simulation Engineer

P +49 9421 739-435 

CobotConcept@strama-mps.de

www.roeren.euwww.fanuc.de

Together with our partners we will find 
the best solution for you!

Your contact person


